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Happy Spring Iris Lovers!
A message from your RVP

It's always so nice when the snow melts and you can see your irises
beginning to grow again. It's even nicer when the new ones you
planted last year bloom and you see them for the first time. And
lately, the mailman has been delivering 2016 iris catalogs and all I
want to do is write checks even though there is very little room to
plant more. The iris virus is alive and thriving in me again. Life is
good.
Our goal for Region 8 is to help our members learn more about iris
growing so that it is fun and exciting. This year we will continue to
bring in speakers and judges training and hold events regionally
(Madison and Minneapolis) so members don't have to travel too far
to participate. We are currently organizing a summer judges training
event in Madison by Nyla Hughes on Louisiana irises. She plans to
do it in July so there is less interference with all that is happening
during bloom time. There will also be judges training available in the
fall and at the AIS May convention in Newark, NJ.
Region 8 Fall Regional
Last year when we solicited speakers for our Fall regional we were
turned down by quite a few probably because there was insufficient
lead time. When John Coble from Ensata Gardens agreed to come I
knew it was still going to work out well.
Continue onto Page 2.
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Between the two locations a total of 51 people came to the meetings and I didn't hear anything but
positive comments. During the search for last year's speaker I discussed having a presentation with Marty
Schafer and Jan Sacks from Joe Pye Weeds gardens in Carlisle, Massachusetts. Marty and Jan come
highly recommended by other iris societies but last year they were already booked. Marty said they might
be able to do something this year so I told him we would be in touch. Marty and Jan are well known
experts in Siberian Iris hybridizing and also species iris. They agreed to do their presentation and two
judges trainings on the weekend of November 5 but we didn't settle on a schedule yet because the airline
they would travel on did not publish a schedule more than six months in advance. We will continue to
work out the details and let you know when they are finalized. Keep an eye on the Region 8 website. This
is going to be great!
Our Region 8 Website has Returned
Region 8 had a website once but it somehow disappeared. Our web master helped me do some checking
and found out that a communications breakdown had occurred when the original hosting company from
Wisconsin was bought and moved to New York. After that was straightened out, Region 8's website
suddenly reappeared with information that is six years old. Obviously we need to do some work on this
but if you want to see it as a work in progress, try ais.region8.org while we update it.
I would be remiss if I didn't credit our newsletter AIS Region 8 communications intern, Rachael Peroutky
for her invaluable assistance in formatting and putting this newsletter together. For Minnesota members
you may remember Rachael, now a junior at Carleton College for her help at several of our iris digs at the
University of Minnesota Landscape Arboretum when she was much younger. She was the girl in the
picture on the ISM website setting washed irises out to dry. It must have been a really nice picture
because we kept it on our front website page for several years.

Treasurer's Report

Region 8 March 23, 2016

Beginning Balance:
10/22/2015
$2609.20
John Coble:
10/25/2015
$500
Ending Balance :
03/23/2016
$2109.20
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If you would like to make suggestions on anything we could be doing
to make your AIS membership in Region 8 better, please send me an
email at irisguy@hotmail.com. I really do appreciate your comments.
The article on Bees, Iris Borers, and Pesticides in this newsletter is
serving a dual purpose. It will also be submitted for publishing in the
Fall TBIS journal as well.
I got interested in this topic when I heard that there was pressure
building against the use of the pesticide, imidacloprid that we use to
control iris borers since Cygon 2e was banned over ten years ago. A
chemical cousin of imidacloprid has been restricted for use by home
gardeners in Canada in some provinces. We can still use it this year
but who knows what will happen in the future. Bees are having a
really hard time.
See you in the gardens!

Tim Moore, RVP
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Upcoming Events for 2016 Region 8 and Affiliates
May 20–21 Region 21 Spring Regional: Preview of 2017 Convention, Des Moines, Iowa
At the time this newsletter is being written details of the Region 21 Spring meeting are still being worked
out. As you probably are aware, the 2017 National Convention will be in Des Moines, Iowa which is part of
AIS Region 21. Kelly Norris from the Greater Des Moines Botanical Garden, co chair of the convention is
planning a Preview to the 2017 convention May 20-21, 2016. This would include a Van tour to several
gardens on Saturday, May 20th. Registration will be required and there will be a charge for the bus tour and
lunch. We expect to have a speaker on Friday night as well. I assume participation would require an
overnight stay on Friday night, as the Vans will probably be leaving early on Saturday. Lunch will be at the
Iowa Arboretum. Kelly will send us an email in a few days when the final arrangements have been made.
Please follow updates on the Region 8 website www.aisregion8.org. At iris hybridizer Kevin Vaughn's
presentation at the Iowa Arboretum on April 2nd, I met with the owner of the convention garden near Ames
and a member of their convention committee also in attendance. They are excited about our region joining
theirs for this event. Our new American Iris Society president, Gary White from Lincoln NE is the other co
chair and this would be a good opportunity to meet Gary as well. Katerina Bergeron (651-239-9503
katerinabergeron@comcast.net) will coordinate the event for Region 8.

5/21- Wisconsin Iris Society Early Show, Boerner Botanical Gardens Visitors Center, 12 pm-4 pm
5/23-5/28- Going East in 2016, The American Iris Society Convention, Newark, NJ. Registration Form on
AIS website www.irises.org.
5/29- Madison Area Iris Society Annual Iris Show, Olbrich Gardens Meeting Room, 8:00am to 6:00pm
6/4- Iris Society of Minnesota Iris Show, Bachman's Heritage Room. See www.irismn.net
6/11 & 6/12- Wisconsin Iris Society Late Show (if bloom season permits) at Boerner Botanical gardens.
7/8-7/10- Madison Iris Society Sale, Olbrich Gardens Meeting Room, 7am-6pm.
July TBD- Judges Training on Louisiana Irises by Nyla Hughes probably in Madison or Milwaukee. Please
follow developments on the Region 8 website.
8/6 & 8/7- Wisconsin Iris Society Sale, Boerner Botanical Gardens Visitors Center 9:00-4:00.
8/13- Iris Society of Minnesota Annual Iris Dig, Minnesota Landscape Arboretum 8:00 am until done.
8/20 & 8/21- Iris sale, Minnesota Landscape Arboretum 9-4 on Saturday, 10-3 on Sunday.
11/5 & 11/6- Region 8 Fall regional in both Madison and Minneapolis. Marty Schafer and Jan Sacks will
be the speakers and give the judges training at both locations on either Siberian or Species iris, specific time
and location to be determined. Everyone says they do a terrific job and their iris sales are through Joe Pye
Weed’s Garden if you would like to look. There will be door prizes.
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Notes from Fall AIS Board Meeting
The 100th anniversary of the American Iris Society is coming in 2020. A Special celebration is being
planned to be held in New York with a tour of the New York Botanical Garden included. For the 75th
anniversary special medallions (medals) were made. For the 100th anniversary a logo contest was initiated
and won by a member from Pennsylvania. A book commemorating 100 years of AIS events and history is
being planned and possible videotapes of members’ experiences growing irises were discussed. It looks
like we will also have a commemorative medal as well.
One of my impressions attending this board meeting as an RVP was how much of a non-profit AIS really
is. Project funding gets a lot of board time. It is really impressive how the organization has built up its on
line library of excellent articles, past journals and historic iris catalogs. If you haven't recently gone through
the AIS website (www.irises.org) do so and you will be pleasantly surprised and impressed. A lot of the
information is available to anyone but if you want access to all of it a $15.00 electronic membership is the
ticket. Currently you would also get a gift certificate available from several iris vendors for $25 to enhance
an order for irises from them as well. The details of how to get an electronic membership are available on
the AIS website.
I mention this because AIS usually has its conventions run by a local iris society or region. Any financial
gain goes to that society or region. Right now this years convention in Newark is being handled directly by
the AIS board and the 100th anniversary convention in New York will be as well. In order to help offset
costs preparing for the convention, the board would like some help from its iris clubs. A figure of $800 per
club was suggested but I discussed this with Elladan of the Madison club and we both thought this was too
much to get membership approval. I suggested we go with a voluntary contribution of $200 this year if
possible and the Iris Society of Minnesota approved this in the 2016 budget. We can see how things are
progressing at upcoming AIS board meetings and determine if we want to make a contribution next year as
well. Again, if a Region 8 club is unable to handle this it is OK as we are not committed to any specific
amount. If any more contributions are available, please send them
to me and I will forward them to Jill Bonino on the AIS board.
Email or Address Changes: At this meeting a request was made to
always get current email and address changes to keep our
membership lists current. If you have made any changes, please
email me and I will make sure lists get updated.
(irisguy@hotmail.com)
Videotaping Presentations: Bob Pries who is the author of the Iris
Wiki and gave four of the Section presentations at last year's
convention would like us to videotape presentations so that they
may be added to the choices available on the AIS website. It would
be nice to be able to go back and see historical presentations by
hybridizers which have been unavailable to members in a lot of the
clubs throughout the U.S.

Swans In Flight
Hollingworth SIB 2006
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Iris Borers, Bees, and Pesticides
Tim Moore: Apple Valley MN
One of the most common questions by gardeners
to iris growers is what to do about iris borers.
Lots of folks say they like iris but one year most
or all of their iris rotted and people told them it
was caused by iris borers. A typical response to
the problem was they dug up the remainder of the
iris and discarded them. After that it was “no
more iris” especially after they saw large pink
grubs with brown heads in their rhizomes.
To gardeners in the eastern and central states
where iris borers are common our advice was to
spray iris with Cygon 2e during the 1990s. Then
Cygon was pulled from the market because of its
toxicity to people and other animals including
pets. Cygon was a systemic neurotoxin to insects
and people alike. A systemic pesticide is taken up
by a plant after its application and is then found in
its leaves and stems which become deadly
poisonous to insects that eat them. Goodbye little
iris borers!

Prior to the removal of pesticides like Cygon,
during the mid 1990s scientists at Bayer Crop
Sciences introduced a new kind of insecticide
based on the naturally occurring plant anti-insect
compound nicotine. These pesticides as a group are
referred to as neonicotinoids. The first major
commercial introduction from the group was one
named imidacloprid.
This new insecticide was very highly toxic to the
nervous systems of insects and fairly non toxic to
humans unless you drank a solution of it. People
can usually touch it with little effect so it can be
applied in granular form by home gardeners or
sprayed. Like Cygon, imidacloprid is a systemic
insecticide and occurs throughout the plant tissues
especially in stems and leaves. But, there is a tiny
bit in plant nectar as well!
Continue onto Page 6.

Pictured above are some examples of iris borer chemicals discussed in the article
containing imidacloprid.
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After Cygon became unavailable, when we were asked what
to do to control iris borers we told fellow gardeners to use a
product sold by Bayer called Merit. Merit is the commercial
name for imidacloprid from Bayer in the U.S. Merit sprayed
on to an iris is readily taken up by the leaves and is also
readily taken up by the roots and circulated throughout the
iris plant. Later, less expensive products labeled as “grub
control” for lawns based on imidacloprid became available
in sprays and granules and were frequently less expensive. I
recommended them as iris borer controllers and told
questioners to be sure to look for the grub control products
that specifically labeled imidacloprid as the effective
ingredient as there are several kinds that use other pesticides.
The macronoctua onusta or iris borer.
How do you use it? Simply spray or spread granules
https://www.ppdl.purdue.edu/PPDL/weeklypics/We
usually in April after the iris are a few inches tall to prevent ekly_Picture7-25-00.html
a borer attack. As long as spring doesn't bring lots of rain,
which can wash it out, one application seemed to work well for me but if it rains a lot you can apply it again
in a few weeks. If you grow a lot of iris, usually there are a few iris borers that survive anyway and it is
necessary to apply borer control every year. But wait, that was then but now there are additional
complications!
Several years ago reports started appearing about a new problem reported by beekeepers called colony
collapse. A lot of beehives were dying and still are. This became a hot topic to interested environmentalists
and the general public. No one seemed to understand exactly what was causing it and there was lots of
speculation with little agreement. Could the problem threaten our food supply, which needs pollination by
bees and other insects for about a third of it? Was it caused
by pesticides, loss of foraging territory resulting in
nutritional deficits, a fungus, a virus, varroa destructor
mites which were known to attack beehives, or some
combination of these or other factors still unknown?
Since the recognition of the problems associated with
dying beehives additional research has been forthcoming.
There is no definitive agreement yet on the dynamics and
causes of the problem. It may be the result of a
combination of factors and new research studies are still in
progress. Imidacloprid has been implicated although the
scientists at Bayer dispute this. Our major tool to control
iris borers in the U.S. could be restricted by regulatory
action or due to consumer perceptions that it is harming
bees, causing products containing it to eventually
disappear.
Time To Dance

Schreiner TB 2013
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The European regulatory agencies have been more aggressive in restricting the use of neonicotinoids than
the U.S. agencies. In 2013 the European Commission banned the use of three of them, one of which was
imidacloprid stating that exposure to the chemicals created “high acute risks” to bees. Producers of the
pesticides dispute this citing the benefits of their products to agriculture and increased safety vs previously
used insecticides due to their low toxicity to humans.
Although iris gardeners in areas with pesky iris borer moths would be affected by the unavailability of
imidacloprid, we are not one of the major players in the controversy. Bee pollination services are estimated
to be worth $10 to $15 billion a year. Last year 5,000 beekeepers reported losing 42.1% of their hives up
from 34.2% the year before. It turns out neonicotinoid chemical sales reach into billions of dollars
worldwide because they are the largest selling class of pesticides for agriculture. Clothianidin another
neonicotinoid similar to imidacloprid is used as a seed coating on almost all the corn and soybeans grown in
the U.S. as well as many other seeds. It is part of modern agriculture's achievement of raising corn yields
from 80 to 100 bushels per acre to around 200 bushels per acre in combination with genetic breakthroughs.
Because it is so effective in protecting plants from insect attacks, growers of some of the flowers sold in the
spring by nurseries have been using it as a seed coating as well. This flies in the face of the bee protectors
who advocate planting more flowers to help the bees survive because cornfields are like a desert to them
and there is an increasing number of acres going to growing corn. There is simply less habitat for bees to
find flowers to collect pollen and nectar than before.
Some university research suggests very tiny amounts of these pesticides can be harmful to bee hives even
though the concentration in nectar or pollen is very low. Now some sellers of nursery plants are making a
marketing point to label products as not containing pesticides harmful to bees. Is the availability of iris
borer deterrents declining?
I have looked online at several major chains pesticide products to see if easy access to imidacloprid
containing pesticides or grub control products is declining or disappearing. It turns out that many are not
including specific information on the contents of their garden products used for insect control on their
website. A consumer can always look up the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for a product online to get
more detailed information about its formula. MSDS is required by the government for use by fire fighters
and other safety officials to assess potential dangers in case of a warehouse fire or train wreck. By checking
products formulations using MSDS information it appears that at least some of the major chains have
eliminated imidacloprid containing products in their stores but not all of them have. A consumer looking for
iris borer control would have to actually look at the label on the bag or bottle to see if there are any products
available that are suitable rather than trying to find out online. In Canada, Chuck Chapman, a well known
hybridizer in Guelph, Ontario said these pesticides are beginning to be banned for home garden use and
reduced for agricultural use. It appears imidacloprid is still available in Bayer insecticides bearing the Merit
brand in Minnesota. Before you use one of these neonicotinoid insecticides, I recommend you check with
authorities in your state to see if there is a change in the permissibility of using them. So far in Minnesota
the grub control granules I have been using are still available in 2016.
Continue onto Page 8.
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What if you really never wanted
to spray or distribute granules
with “chemicals” in your flower
beds despite concerns for bees,
butterflies, dragonflies and
earthworms that might be
harmed. Can iris borers still be
controlled? Yes, you can burn
iris to kill pests or manually
remove the borers in the leaves
before they get into a rhizome.
When I visited the late
hybridizer Allan Ensminger's
beautiful garden in Lincoln,
Nebraska around the year 1999,
(pictured right) he showed me a
device he had fashioned on a bicycle frame which held a propane tank connected to a hose and a metal
torch. You can buy similar torches from garden supply companies such as A M Leonard via the web or in
local tool supply outlets.
During early April when the iris were just an inch or two high he carefully burned them to remove any
dead leaves, weeds, insect eggs or diseases. He said after the process the iris rows looked “terrible” but
they grew back just fine. This was a two-person operation, one to move the propane tank along and the
other to carefully use the torch. I have read you can do this in the fall also but don't know if the results are
the same.
Another technique I have observed seems to control iris borers is to frequently replant beds. American Iris
society past president and famous hybridizer, Dave Niswonger told me at last years national convention
that the iris borer moth seeks out the tallest iris on which to lay her eggs. This is possibly why generally
borers like Spuria, Louisiana, and tall bearded iris rather than dwarfs or intermediates. Iris that I plant in
Minnesota in August seldom have borer problems the next year.
If you don't have thousands of iris plants, after the weather warms up in the spring and the temperature is
in the 70's for a few days it is not too hard to keep an eye on your plants after the likely hatching of the
borer eggs. When you see a serrated edge on a leaf which tells you there is a little borer inside, cut it off or
simply squish anything inside with your fingers. This may be all you need to do and it doesn't involve
chemicals that can threaten beehive survival. It pays to be vigilant as the serrated leaves sometimes appear
later in the spring or early summer. Borers don't always behave on schedule as we're taught!
If you would like a more in depth non technical introduction to the bees vs pesticides topic, I would
heartily recommend a series of articles written by Josephine Marcotty in the Minneapolis Star Tribune.
They are “Natures Dying Migrant Worker”, “Battle for our Hearts and Minds”, “Fields of Green A Desert
for Bees”, “A Scientists Aim: Save the Bees” and “Bees at the Brink”. For more general and technical
information on imidacloprid or other neonicotinoids, Google Wikipedia. The information there is
excellent. The New York Times has also covered this topic recently.
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Minnesota Nice
Worel TB 2015

Better Together
Schreiner TB 2014

Daring Deception
Johnson TB 2012

Bluebird Kisses
Schafer/Sacks SIB 2014
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AIS, Region 8 RVP
8293 157th Street W.
Apple Valley, MN 55124

Robin’s Little Sister
Worel BB 2015
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